
Name ---------------------
Fair Game Review 

Write a sentence interpreting the expression. 

1. 2 X (126 + 2566) 

J_ f-t(Y\t~ +LL 
Survi of 11. 
~ncl 25 ~(o 

3. ( 65 - 23) + 3 

3 mort thAI', 
-tlv cfrf--tv· t n c -e 
o~ ~s a"'J 23 

5. (890 + 2) + 2 

-flv. ~uo-titt\.+ 
o-f- 8qo and 2.. 
c1; vi'd~J 'o~ J-

2. 4 X (6425 + 25) 

4. (65,000 - 5169) + 58 

6. (65 X 6) + 3 

7. Write a real-life problem representing the expression below. 

3 X (20 + 6) 

Date ___ _ 
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Chapter 

3 Fair Game Review (continued) 

Simplify the expression. 

8. 4 - 8 + 2 

D CA~ 11 
9. 22 • 3 - 3 

\) 

4-Y=-o 

10. 16 - 32 + 23 

V 
11. 3(42 - 9) 

(\o- 31.--:- g 
v 

l\o-tl -==12.. 

12. 12 + 16 + 4 • 2 13. 24 - 18 + 3 + 2 

14. 20 + 12 + 2(7 - 4) 15. 4(33 - 7) + 10 

16. A group of 4 adults and 5 children is visiting an amusement park. 
Admission is $15 per adult and $9 per child. Find the total cost of 
admission for the group. 
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Ml,{ 1+,p \y o~ 0 ~u~o\c 
k-f+ r,':)h.+-
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Algebraic Expressions 
For use with Activity 3.1 

Essential Question How can you write and evaluate an expression that 
represents a real-life problem? 

a ACTIVITY: Reading and Re-Reading 

a. 
You ba~sit for 3 hours. You receive $12. What is your 

• Underline the important numbers and units you need to solve the problem. 

• Read the problem carefully a second time~ e key word for 
the question . 

• 

your hourly wager 

• Evaluate the expression that represents the hourly wage . 

flt. MG\.--\-h fro\, \e~ 

Your hourly wage is _______ _ 

b. How can you use your hourly wage to find how much you will receive for 
any number of hours worked? 
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Name _________________________ _ Date ___ _ 

Algebraic Expressions (continued) 

• ACTIVITY: Reading and Re-Reading 

Work with a partner. Use the strategy shown in Activity 1 to write an 
expression for each problem. After you have written the expression, evaluate 
it using mental math or some other method. 

a. You wash cars for 2 hours. You receive $6. 
How much do you earn per hour? 

~th Expression: ____________ _ 

f <Obkr'\ Amount you earn per hour: ______ _ 

ariS"'-'« 

b. You have $60. You buy a pair of jeans and a shirt. 
The pair of jeans costs $27. You come home with 
$15. How much did you spend on the shirt? 

Expression: ____________ _ 

Amount you spend on shirt: ______ _ 

c. For lunch, you buy 5 sandwiches that cost $3 each. 
How much do you spend? 

Expression: ____________ _ 

Amount you spend on sandwiches: 
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- Algebraic Expressions (continued) DiMJ 

' 

d. You are running a 4500-foot race. How much farther 
do you have to go after running 2000 feet? 

Expression: --------------
Amount left to go: ------------

e. A young rattlesnake grows at a rate of about 
20 centimeters per year. How much does a young 
rattlesnake grow in 2 years? 

Expression: _____________ _ 

Amount rattlesnake grows in 2 years: ____ _ 
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Practice D ) a 
For use after Lesson 3.1 Ov~ - I 

Evaluate the expression when { a = 4, b = 5, and c = 1 oJ 
1. a + 7 2. b - 3 3. 9c 

4-t-7 = 11 

4. 25 + b 

7. a+ b + c 

5. a• C 

C 
8. 

b 

6. b - a 

9. 4a - 7 

10. You need 2b cups of flour for making b loaves of bread. You have 8 cups 
of flour. Do you have enough for 5 loaves of bread? Explain. 

11. The expression 9a + 6s is the cost for a adults and s students to see a 
musical performance. 

· a. Find the total cost for three adults and five students. 

b. Find the total cost for four adults and four students. 
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Writing Expressions 
For use with Activity 3.2 D °'-'/ JO 

Essential Question How can you write an expression that represents an 
unknown quantity? a ACTIVITY: Ordering Lunch 

Work with a partner. You use a 
$20 bill to buy lunch at a cafe. 
You order a sandwich from the 
menu board. 

) CHEF r~,-C\ ' .. . ! 
RECOMMENDS 

Sandwic hes 

Chicken Sa!acJ E<JCJ Salild GnllecJ Cheese 

$4.\15 $4.65 $4.65 
...... ... . * * .. . ..... * ...... * 

Reuben Roast Beef BLT 

$6.45 $6.15 $5.25 

pr1c;es ,nctutJe tax 

a. Complete the table~ In the last colwnn, write a nwnerical expression for the 
amount of change received. a. ,,,,_ 4 ~ p~ bk,.,... 

+ • 
Sandwich Price (dollars) Change Received (dollars) 

Reuben 

BLT 
Egg salad 

Roast beef 

b. REPEATED REASONING Write an expression for the amount of change 
1 R 0... you receive when you order any sandwich from the menu board. 
v..)l. I~ -f-- __,/ 

'~',\t t,JL.-l- -------\}o.l\~ I 
,, " -\-o ({.~(~ 
5 I ~' 
,, ~OW\clv)\ C, 

c. Compare the expression you wrote in part (b) with the expression in the last 
column of the table in part (a). 
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HM Writing Expressions (continued) JO w f (t-C..- 0-, 

probklY"\ 
d. The cafe offers several side dishes, each at the same price. You order a £-- MU..: V , b k~ 

chicken salad sandwich and two side dishes. Write an expression for the U 't'IJ ~" <A 
total amount of money you spend. Explain how you wrote your expression. 

e. The expression 20 - 4.65s represents the amount of change one customer 
receives after ordering from the menu board. Explain what each part of the 
expression represents. Do you know what the customer ordered? Explain 
your reasoning. 

ACTIVITY: Words That Imply Addition or Subtraction 

Work with a partner. 

a. Complete the table. 

Variable Phrase 

n 4 more than a number 

m the difference of a number and 3 

X the sum of a number and 8 

p 10 less than a number 

n 7 units farther away 

t 8 minutes sooner 

w 12 minutes later 

y a number increased by 9 
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n + L\ 
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_ Practice 
For use after Lesson 3.2 

Write the phrase as an expression. 
1. the total of 8 and 13 2. 42 divided by 7 

Give two ways to write the expression as a phrase. 

3. 6 + p 4. 9m 

Write the phrase as an expression. Then evaluate when x = 3 and y = 15. 

5. 7 more than the quotient of a number 
yand5 

6. twice the sum of a number x and 8 

7. You earn $7 for every hour that you babysit. 

a. Complete the table. 

1::::g. I 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 I 7 I 8 I 
b. Write an expression for the amount you earn after h hours. 
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